Sleepypod Mini

Category: pet carrier, pet bed

STRESS-FREE TRAVEL: Many cats and dogs associate travel with negative experiences such as a trip to the vet or kennel. Sleepypod Mini is more than a pet carrier; it is a mobile pet bed that allows a pet to travel safely in the comfort of its own bed, thereby reducing travel-related stress because Sleepypod Mini is already a trusted part of its everyday life.

Sleepypod Mini is three products in one: a carrier, a pet bed, and a safe car seat. It is also small enough to fit under most airline seats. Ultra plush bedding surrounded by a luggage-grade, ballistic nylon base forms the bed that easily becomes a carrier by simply zipping on its mesh dome. In a car, the crash-tested Sleepypod becomes a safe car seat. On the road and at your destination away from home, a pet remains in its own bed through the entire journey.

Four Seasons of Comfort: Sleepypod Mini can be augmented with a four seasons system of accessories. Air Mesh hammock bedding to help keep a pet cool in warmer climates and a plug-in Warmer pad that slips below the standard Ultra Plush bedding to help keep a pet warm in cooler climates.

Sleepypod Mini was crash tested at the standard set for child safety restraints. It is proven to be one of the safest carriers in an auto collision. Watch the crash test at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLItDShORk&list=PL2t9swGuON-Srpva8N9XYW7KxnKogNNdC&index=16

Sleepypod Mini instructional video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7uvQpjrHEQ

Awards and honors:
• Center for Pet Safety – Certification with 5 Star Rating
• Cat Fancy – Editors’ Choice
• Fear Free – Preferred Product
• Metropolitan Home – Design 100
• The International Cat Association (TICA) – Endorsement of Excellence

Features:
• Removable mesh dome reveals an everyday pet bed or pet bed away from home
• Fits beneath a wide range of airline seats
• Seatbelt straps allow Sleepypod Mini to be safely secured in a car seat
• Secure and durable mesh dome
• Easy access from the dome top or when the dome is removed to reveal the bed
• Removable, Ultra Plush bedding is machine-washable
• Easy clean exterior is made of luggage-grade, ballistic nylon
• Adjustable shoulder strap with comfort padding
• Padded carry handle
• Ergonomic zipper pulls
• A pocket below Sleepypod Mini’s bedding can hold a separately sold electrical Warmer Pad to help keep a pet extra cozy (see accessories)
• Air mesh hammock bedding, sold separately, can be used in place of the standard Ultra Plush bedding to help keep a pet cooler in warmer environments (see accessories)

Specifications:
• Carrier (bed + dome) dimensions: 13 (diameter) x 11 (tall) inches
• Carrier weight: 3.3 pounds
• Interior (bed + dome) dimensions: 11 (diameter) x 9 (tall) inches
• Bed dimensions: 13 (diameter) x 5 (tall) inches
• Bed weight: 2 pounds
• Recommended for pets 7 pounds or less

Colors:
• Jet Black
• Chocolate Brown
• Strawberry Red
• Sky Blue
• Robin Egg Blue
• Blossom Pink

Cleaning instructions:
• Wipe exterior with damp cloth
• Vacuum pet fur from Ultra Plush bedding
• Separate Ultra Plush from foam padding, machine wash Ultra Plush in cold, gentle cycle then line dry
• Foam bedding is wrapped in a water repellent cover that can be cleaned with a damp cloth

Sleepypod Mini accessories
• Air Mesh bedding
• Universal Warmer Kit
• White Ultra Plush bedding
• Safety Tether